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Abstract

An active 3D scanning method that can capture a fast motion is strongly
required in wide areas. Since most commercial products using a laser projector basically reconstruct the shape with a point or a line for each scan, a
fast motion cannot be captured in principle. In addition, an extended method
using a structured light can drastically reduce the number of projecting patterns, however, they still require several patterns and a fast motion cannot be
captured. One solution for the purpose is to use a single pattern (one shot
scan). Although, one shot scanning methods have been intensively studied,
they often have stability problems and their result tend to have low resolution.
In this paper, we develop a new system which achieves dense and robust 3D
measurement from a single grid pattern. A 3D reconstruction can be achieved
by identifying grid patterns using coplanarity constraints. We also propose
a coarse-to-fine method to increase the density of the shape with a single
pattern.

1 Introduction
Currently active 3D scanners are widely used for actual 3D model acquisition process.
Especially, coded structured light based systems have been intensively researched and
commercialized, because systems of this type are relatively simple and realize high accuracy [1]. One of the significant drawbacks of the systems is that they require several
patterns, and thus, a fast motion is difficult to be scanned in principle. To scan a 3D shape
with fast motion, 3D scanning methods using a high-speed structured light system have
been studied in recent years [5]. However, since the system still require a several frames
for reconstruction, it cannot be applied to a fast motion in theory.
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To overcome the aforementioned problems, ‘one-shot’ structured light systems that
use only single images have been studied. Widely used methods in this category are
embedding positional information of the projectors’ pixels into spatial patterns of the projected images [7, 12]. Although the techniques can resolve the issues of rapid motions
and synchronization; since multiple pixels are required to encode a single positional information into the patterns, resolution of the reconstructed shape is usually sparse. In
addition, patterns of complex intensities and colors are usually used to encode positional
information into local areas, the assumptions of smooth surface or simple texture is required; and if the assumptions do not hold, the decoding process of the patterns may be
easily affected and leads to unstable reconstruction.
In this paper, a 3D scanning method which can capture a 3D shape with fast motion
from a single image, even if the objects do not have either smooth surface or uniform
texture, is presented. To achieve this, the system using a simple grid pattern formed by
straight lines distinguishable only as vertical or horizontal lines and its solutions based on
coplanarity constraints are utilized [4, 8]. Since the lines are required to be categorized
into only two types, the image processing becomes simple and stable. In addition, there
is no need to encode particular information for the local grid pattern itself, so the pattern
can be dense as long as it is extractable. We also propose a coarse-to-fine technique to
increase the density of the shape.

2 Related works
Shape reconstruction techniques with a structured light system, which encode positional
information of a projector into temporal or spatial changes in a projected pattern, have
been largely investigated and summarized in [1, 14]. A technique using only temporal
changes is easy to implement, so it has commonly been used thus far [2, 6]. Since the
technique uses multiple patterns necessary for decoding, it requires special attention to be
applied to high-speed capturing.
Techniques using only spatial encoding of a pattern allow scanning with only a singleframe image [7, 11, 12]. They typically use complex patterns or colors for phase unwrapping process and require assumptions of smooth or continuous surface or uniform texture,
either locally or globally. If the assumptions do not hold, the decoding process of the patterns may be easily affected and leads to ambiguities near depth or color discontinuities.
Several research reducing the required number of patterns using both temporal and
spatial changes were presented [5, 14]. Although the technique is basically limited in that
the scene must be static while multiple patterns are projected, Hall-Holt et al. proposed
a method to alleviate the limitation by aligning the reconstructed shape with respect to a
rigid body constraint [5] and Davis et al. proposed a method to reduce patterns by using
multiple cameras [14].
Although it does not strictly involve a structured light system, methods of shape
reconstruction to include movement by spatio-temporal stereo matching are proposed
[3, 15, 16]. With these techniques, a projector is only used to provide a texture that
changes over time for a pair of stereo cameras.
Koninckx et al. proposed a technique allowing dense shape reconstruction based on a
single image using a simple pattern, i.e. a set of stripes [9, 10]. The shape reconstruction
was achieved by combining dense unidentified stripes and a small number of identified
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Figure 1: Scanning system:(left) the system configuration, and (right) definition of the
coordinates.
stripes. Their method depends on relative numbering of the dense patterns, which assumes
local smoothness of the surface and may be disturbed by shape discontinuities and line
detection failures. To cope with these problems, highly sophisticated line detection and
correction algorithms are presented.
Furukawa et al. used multiple coplanar lines projected by an uncalibrated line laser
and their intersections to construct simultaneous linear equations and reconstructed a
scene or shape by solving them [4]. Although, such intersections were acquired by temporally accumulated projected line-lasers on the same image plane in the method, they
proposed a method which projects a grid pattern onto the target scene just one-time to
retrieve all the intersections with a single frame [8]. Then, the shape reconstruction is
achieved by solving the same simultaneous equations derived from the intersections. Our
method is a simple extension of the method using coarse-to-fine technique. We also build
an actual system to capture an extremely fast motion.

3 Shape reconstruction from grid pattern
3.1 Outline
The 3D measurement system proposed consists of a camera and a projector as shown in
Fig. 1(left). Two types of straight line patterns, which are vertical and horizontal stripes,
are projected from the projector and captured by the camera. The vertical and horizontal
patterns are assumed to be distinguishable by color.
The straight pattern projected by the projector defines planes in 3D space. Planes
defined by a vertical pattern and a horizontal pattern are respectively referred to as a
vertical pattern plane (VPP) and a horizontal pattern plane (HPP).
The projector is assumed to have been calibrated. That is, all parameters for the VPPs
and HPPs in 3D space are known. A VPP and a HPP with known parameters are referred
to as a calibrated VPP (CVPP) and a calibrated HPP (CHPP). All the CVPPs contain a
single line, as Lv in Fig. 1 (right). The same assumption holds for all CHPPs (Lv in Fig.
1 (right)). Lv and Lh share the optical center of the projector O p . The O p , Lv and Lh are
given by calibration.
A vertical line projected onto the scene produces observable 3D curves on the surface
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Figure 2: Planes used in the system (left) and the flow chart to estimated the planes (right).
of the scene. The 3D curves can be regarded as intersection curves between a CVPP
and the scene. However, the correspondence from each of the vertical curves detected
in the image to a particular CVPP that generates the curve is unknown. So, the VPP
that generates a detected vertical curve is referred to as an Unknown VPP (UVPP) of the
vertical curve as shown in Fig. 2 (left). An Unknown HPP (UHPP) is similarly defined.
The goal of the problem is to determine correspondences between the UVPPs (UHPPs) and CVPPs (CHPPs) (otherwise described as identifying UVPPs and UHPPs). As a
result, 3D positions of all the captured intersections become known.
The outline of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 (right). Intersections of the
vertical and horizontal curves are detected from the captured image. As described in the
following section, linear equations between UVPPs and UHPPs can be obtained from
the intersections of the detected curves. By solving the simultaneous linear equations
obtained from the image, a one-parameter solution of the set of UVPPs and UHPPs is
obtained. Using the one-parameter solution, an error function that represents the difference between the solution and the set of CVPPs and CHPPs is defined. By determining
the parameter such that the error function becomes minimum, a unique solution of the
UVPPs and UHPPs can be obtained.

3.2 Solving coplanarity constraints
Let the CVPPs and CHPPs be represented as V1 ,V2 , · · · ,VM and H1 , H2 , · · · , HN , respectively. Also, let the UVPPs and UHPPs obtained from the captured image be represented
as v1 , v2 , · · · , vm and h1 , h2 , · · · , hn , respectively. These symbols are used to represent correspondences between UVPPs and CVPPs. In this paper, the correspondence between the
k-th UVPP vk and the i-th CVPP Vi is represented as vk → Vi , which means vk is identified
as Vi .
From the intersections of the grid pattern obtained from the captured image, linear
equations can be derived. Suppose that the intersection between vk and hl is captured and
its position on the image in the coordinates of the normalized camera is uk,l = [sk,l ,tk,l ]⊤ .
The planes vk and hl can be represented by
⊤
v⊤
k x = −1, hl x = −1

(1)

respectively, where 3D vectors vk and hk are vectors of plane parameters and x is a point
on each plane. Note that all the intersection points detected on a single vertical curve are
on a single UVPP, which is a coplanarity constraint. From the constraint, the 3D positions

of all the points on the curve fulfill equation (1). Let the 3D position of the intersection
uk,l be xk,l , then xk,l can be represented using the coordinates of the image as
⊤
xk,l = γ [u⊤
k,l 1] .

(2)

By substituting x = xk,l in equation (1) and eliminating xk,l and γ from equations (1) and
(2),
[u⊤
(3)
k,l 1] (vk − hl ) = 0
is obtained. Let the simultaneous equations of (3) for all the intersections be described as
⊤ ⊤
⊤ ⊤
Aq = 0, where q = [v⊤
1 , · · · , vm , h1 , · · · , vn ] .
Let the direction vectors of the line Lv and Lh be represented as lv and lh respectively,
and the parameters of the plane that includes both Lv and Lh be p. Also, let the 3D
coordinate vector of the optical center O p of the projector be o p . UVPPs contain the line
Lv , UHPPs contain the line Lh , and all the planes contain the point O p . Thus,
⊤
⊤
⊤
l⊤
v vk = 0, lh hl = 0, o p vk = −1, o p hl = −1

(4)

are obtained. Let the simultaneous equations (4) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ n be described as
Bq = b.
Since only the substitution (vk −hl ) appears in the equation (3), the solution of Aq = 0
have freedoms of scaling and addition of a constant 3D vector. Using this fact, the general
solution of Aq = 0, can be written as
vk = sv′k + c, hl = sh′l + c,

(5)

′⊤ ′⊤
′⊤ ⊤
′
′
where q′ = [v′⊤
1 , · · · , vm , h1 , · · · , vn ] is a special solution of (Aq = 0 ∧ Bq = b), s is
′
an arbitrary scalar, and c is an arbitrary 3D vector. From Aq = 0 ∧ Aq = 0 ∧ Bq′ = b,
′
⊤ ′
⊤ ′
⊤ ′
′
l⊤
v c = 0, lh c = 0, o p c = −1, o p c = −1, where c ≡ {1/(1 − s)}c is obtained. These
′
forms indicates that the plane c coincides with the plane p. Thus, the general solution of
(Aq = 0 ∧ Bq = b) can be represented as

vk = s(v′k − p) + p, hl = s(h′l − p) + p,

(6)

where p is known by calibrations and v′k , h′l can be calculated from A, B and b. Form (6)
gives the solution of the set of UVPPs and UHPPs with a free parameter s.

3.3 Determining ambiguity
The solution of the UVPPs and UHPPs of form (6) has remaining one degree of freedom.
In the proposed method, the parameter s is searched to determine a unique solution such
that s gives the minimum error function that estimates differences between the solution of
UVPPs and UHPPs (form (6)) and the known set of CVPPs and CHPPs.
By assuming the correspondence from the k′ -th UVPP to the i′ -th CVPP (i.e. vk′ → Vi′ )
Vi′ = vk′ = s(v′k′ − p) + p

(7)

holds, where Vi′ is the parameter vector of the CVPP Vi′ . From this form, s can be
calculated by
s = ||Vi′ − p||/||v′k′ − p||,
(8)

then, all UVPPs and UHPPs are determined by using the s.
Let this s of form (8) be denoted as s(k′ , i′ ). Then, vk and hl given the correspondence
vk′ → Vi′ , which we refer to as vk (k′ , i′ ) and hl (k′ , i′ ), respectively, can be calculated by
vk (k′ , i′ ) = s(k′ , i′ )(vk − p) + p, hl (k′ , i′ ) = s(k′ , i′ )(hl − p) + p.

(9)

The next step is comparing the calculated UVPPs (or UHPPs) with the CVPPs (or
CHPPs). For each UVPP, the difference between the UVPP and the nearest CHPP is
calculated as an error. Then, we can calculate the error function of the assumption vk′ →
Vi′ as the sum of squared errors. By searching for the minimum of the error function, we
can find the optimum correspondence and solve the ambiguity.
In this paper, comparison is done based on the squared angles between the planes.
For each UVPP vk (k′ , i′ ), an error function is defined as the angle difference between
the UVPP and one of the CVPPs, where the CVPP is selected such that the angle difference becomes the minimum. Error functions of UHPPs are defined similarly. The error
functions are defined as
ev (vk (k′ , i′ )) ≡ min {D(vk (k′ , i′ ), Vi )}2 ,
i=1,··· ,M

′ ′

eh (hl (k , i )) ≡ min {D(hl (k′ , i′ ), H j )}2
j=1,··· ,N

(10)

where D means the angle deference between two planes which can be defined as
D(vk , Vi ) ≡ arccos((vk · Vi )/(||vk || ||Vi ||)).

(11)

Thus, the error function between the set of UVPP and UHPP and the set of CVPP and
CHPP is
Ek′ (i′ ) ≡
Then,

m

n

k=1

l=1

∑ ev (vk (k′ , i′ )) + ∑ eh (hl (k′ , i′ )).
i′ min ≡ arg min
Ek′ (i′ )
′
i

(12)

(13)

is searched, and the set of planes vk (k′ , i′min ), (k = 1, 2, ..., m) and hl (k′ , i′min ), (l = 1, 2, ..., n)
is the unique solution.

3.4

Projection and detection of a grid pattern

The proposed method can be regarded as a “matching” between UVPPs (UHPPs) and
CVPPs (CHPPs). For stable matching, adding irregularities to the arrangement of the
CVPPs (CHPPs) are desirable. In this paper, combined patterns of dense vertical lines
with uniform intervals and horizontal lines with random intervals as shown in Fig. 3(a)
are used. Here, vertical and horizontal patterns were respectively colored red and blue
so that they were distinguishable. Because of the simplicity of the projected pattern, this
method is less affected by noise, surface texture, or object shape.
The detection of the curves of the grid patterns is processed as follows. First, the
captured image is scanned horizontally and vertically, detecting peaks of vertical and horizontal patterns, respectively. Then, these peaks are connected using a simple labeling

(a)
(b)
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Figure 3: projected patterns: (a) simple pattern, (b) the pattern for coarse-to-fine technique, (c) detected coarse curves and (d) detected fine curves. In (c) and (d), green curves
are horizontal patterns, red curves are vertical, and intersection points are blue dots.
technique. Because of such a simple image processing, curve detection is easily affected
by noise, texture color and shape of the object, however, in our experiments, abovementioned technique sufficiently worked to retrieve satisfactory results; this is because
even if the curves are disconnected by noise, if the curves are connected as network, we
can still construct the same simultaneous equations.

3.5 Dense reconstruction with coarse-to-fine technique
The frequency of the projected pattern is another problem. If we need to capture the
shape more densely, the higher frequency of the pattern is required. However, if we set
the frequency higher than the image resolution, the correct pattern cannot be captured and
the shape cannot be recovered correctly. Even if the frequency is ideal for the front face
of the cylindrical shape, for example, the frequency becomes higher near the occluding
boundary of the object, which resulted in the failure of the 3D reconstruction.
In this paper, we propose a simple method to solve the problem as follows. Since we
use only two colors from RGB for grid patterns for identification of vertical and horizontal
lines, we can use another color for another purpose. In our method, since 3D positions are
reconstructed from not only the intersection points, but also all the points along detected
curves, only one of the vertical or horizontal lines are required to be dense to achieve
dense shape reconstruction. Therefore, we use the extra color for different frequency for
vertical lines.
Figure 3 (b) shows example of the pattern and (c) and (d) show the detected lines and
intersection points for sparse and dense vertical patterns respectively. In Figures, we can
see that both patterns are correctly detected. To merge the reconstructed shapes from each
patterns, we simply added all the recovered points.
In our implementation, we used ordinary color filter such as RGB, and thus, we can
project only two different frequencies such as dense and sparse patterns. It can be easily
extended to wider spectrum by using a narrow band path filter.

4 Experiments
Several experiments were conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4: (a) 3D scanning system, (b) the target objects and (c)(d) reconstructed shape
with texture.
The first experiment was conducted to confirm the validity of the proposed method
using a static object. An actual 3D scanning system was built as shown in Fig. 4 (a).
Processing is performed by a PC with a Pentium Xeon 2.5Ghz CPU. The grid patterns of
vertical lines with uniform intervals and horizontal lines with irregular (random) intervals
were projected by a projector with a resolution of 1024×768 and scenes were captured
by a CCD camera (720×480 pixels). Figures 4 (b) to (d) show the captured object and
results of the Figures 4 (b)-(d) show the captured object and results of reconstruction.
In the experiment, we can confirm that a ceramic bottle with texture and detailed shapes
were successfully reconstructed.
Next, a scene of a box (size: 0.4 m × 0.3 m × 0.3 m) and a cylinder (height: 0.2
m, diameter: 0.2 m) was measured to test the coarse-to-fine method using the pattern
proposed in section 3.5. The scene was also measured by an active measurement method
using coded structured light [13] as the ground truth. Figures 5(k) to (m) shows both the
merged reconstructed shape (red and green points) and the ground truth (polygon mesh).
Although there were small differences between the reconstruction and the ground truth,
the correct shape was densely restored.
Finally, extremely fast motion was captured with a rotating fan as the target object.
The target scene was captured with various shutter speeds as shown in Fig. 6 (b) and
(c). In this case, only the fastest shutter speed 1/2550 (Figure 6 (c)) can capture the grid
pattern without blur, and we can conduct the reconstruction. Figures 6 (d) to (f) show the
reconstruction results. The results indicate that the proposed method successfully restored
the fast motion.

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a technique to densely measure shapes of the extremely fast motion
using a single projection of a grid pattern. Since the proposed technique does not involve encoding positional information into multiple pixels or color spaces, as often used
in conventional one-shot 3D measurement methods; but into a grid pattern instead, the
technique is less affected by an object’s texture or shape, providing robust and dense
shape reconstruction. Tests were conducted to verify the method. Future work includes
development of real-time capturing system and evaluation of stability and accuracy of the
proposed method compared to other one-shot scanning methods.
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Figure 5: Detected curves and reconstruction results: in (k)(l)(m), the merged reconstructed model (red and green points) is displayed with the ground truth (shaded polygon).
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